


There are 20 judicial circuits in 
Florida. Orange and Osceola counties 
make up the Ninth Judicial Circuit. 



Lady Justice is a symbol of 
fairness and equality. She 
wears a blindfold because 
she makes decisions based on 
facts, not on how people look.



Help a witness know more about the court.

This person organizes all 
the papers and keeps track 
of the judge’s decisions.

This person makes legal 
decisions and always has to 
follow the law.  

This person helps people 
communicate with the judge 
in different languages.

This person keeps order in the courtroom 
and usually wears a uniform.  

This is where trials are held.  
This is where criminals go.  
Information presented to prove that 

something happened.
This person comes to court to tell the 

judge what they have seen or heard.
These people listen to both sides before 

making a decision on a case.



Jurors help decide the outcomes 
of different cases, but our city 
is a huge place! Help the juror 
find the courthouse. 



Everyone in the courtroon has a 
different job. Maybe someday, 
you will work in one too. 





These people come to court to tell the 
judge what they saw or heard. They should 
always tell the truth. 

This person takes down everything that is 
said in court by typing it into a machine. 

This person organizes all the court papers 
and keeps track of the judge’s decisions. 

This person helps people communicate with 
a judge by speaking different languages.

This person makes legal decisions and 
always has to follow the law. 

These people give legal advice and speak 
on behalf of the people who come before 
the court. 

This person keeps order in the courtroom 
and usually wears a uniform. 

These people listen to both sides and then 
decide what to do with a case.

There are a lot of different people 
who work in the courthouse. Can 
you match the name of the 
person with the job that they do?



You can be a judge too! What would you look like in a robe?



CIRCUIT
CLERK
COUNTY
CRIME
COURTHOUSE

DEPOSITION
DEPUTY
FLORIDA
HEARING
JUDICIAL

JURY
KISSIMMEE
LAWYER
NINTH
ORANGE

ORLANDO
OSCEOLA
REPORTER
TRIAL
WITNESS

A court reporter takes down 
everything that is said in the 
courtroom. Looks like some 
of the words got mixed up! 
Can you help find them all?





FACEBOOK.COM/NINTHCIRCUITFL

INSTAGRAM.COM/NINTHCIRCUITFL 

LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/NINTHCIRCUITFL 

TWITTER.COM/NINTHCIRCUITFL 

OPENNINTH.FM

9THNOW.ORG


